Drivecon may alter or amend the technical specifications identified herein at any time with or without notice.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Operates on 2.4 GHz
  - FCC and IC approved
  - No license required
  - Globally open frequency band
  - IP65 protection (NEMA 4 type)
  - 16 field programmable bands with 5MHz spacing
  - Constant carrier communication for superior integrity of crane operator commands
  - Up to 250 units possible within a single facility
- Auto-shut-down
  - Field programmable
  - Default set to 3 minutes
- Optional quick connect plugs

**TRANSMITTER SPECIFICATIONS**
- Lightweight and durable
- Battery LED indication
- Control range of up to 1600 ft.
  - Default set to 300 ft.
- Two-step buttons
- E-stop button
- Includes 2 legend sheets for labeling in special applications
- LED indication of hoist/crane selection
- 8 button configuration universally applicable for cranes up to 5 motions
  - Operates on 3 AA batteries (standard)
  - Optional Integrated Li-Ion battery
- 12 button configuration applicable for cranes with auxiliary functions and/or up to 4 cranes in tandem
  - Operates on removable Li-Ion battery
- Programming option including Pitch & Catch, Master/Slave, Master/Master and much more

**RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS**
- Compact and lightweight
- Pre-wired receivers with 6 ft. cable
- Schematic included
- Rated relays 8 A @ 240 VAC
  - 12 relay
    - Supply voltage of 48-240AC
    - For use on monorails and single hoist cranes
  - 19 relay
    - Supply voltage of 48-240 VAC
    - 12 - 24 VAC/DC field selection
    - Optional super magnets for receiver mounting
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